The transformed rejection method, a combination of inversion and rejection, which can be applied to various continuous distributions, is well suited to generate binomial random variates as well. The resulting algorithms are simple and fast, and need only a short set-up. Among the many possible variants two algorithms are described and tested: BTRS a short but nevertheless fast rejection algorithm and BTRD which is more complicated as the idea of decomposition is utilized. For BTRD the average number of uniforms required to return one binomial deviate lies between 2.5 and 1.4 which is considerably lower than for any of the known uniformly fast algorithms. Timings for a C-implementation show that for the case that the parameters of the binomial distribution vary from call to call BTRD is faster than the current state of the art algorithms. Depending on the computer, the speed of the uniform generator used and the binomial parameters the savings are between 5 and 40 percent.
Introduction
As it was pointed out in two recent surveys Schmeiser (1988), Stadlober (1989) ) and in the book of Devroye (1986) the fastest binomial generators for xed parameters n and p are obtained by table methods like the alias method rst proposed by Walker (1977) .
But for these methods the memory requirements and the computing time to set up the table for new values of n and p are proportional to n. On the other hand simple inversion without a table results in a short algorithm. The set up time to compute constants depending on the parameters n and p is low but the execution time is proportional to n min(p; 1 ? p). Therefore rejection algorithms were proposed (for example Fishman (1979) , Ahrens and Dieter (1980) , ) because they are both uniformly fast and well suited for the changing parameter situation. But all of these methods require an average of more than two uniform deviates to obtain one binomial random number which is large compared with the table and inversion methods wich need only one uniform deviate. So we tried to design a rejection method for the Binomial distribution which requires less than two uniform deviates by using the idea of \transformed rejection" introduced by Wallace (1976) . Marsaglia (1984) called a re nement of the method \exact-approximation", Devroye (1986) used the name \almost-exact inversion".
Transformed rejection
If we want to use the rejection method to sample from a distribution with density function proportional to f we need a dominating density or hat function h and a real number with f(x) h(x) 8x. Then we generate a random number X from the dominating density and a uniform random number V . If V f(X)=( h(X)) then X is accepted as a random number from the density f, otherwise the procedure starts again. For the transformed rejection method we start with the inverse distribution function G(u) of the dominating distribution. (Random numbers of this distribution are of course generated by inversion.) As the dominating density is 3: If V f(G(U))G 0 (U)= return bG(U)c, else go to 1.
Algorithm TRD is a uniformly fast binomial generator that needs an average of less than two uniform deviates per sample if we are able to nd good values for a, b and c. Without loss of generality we restricted our attention to the case p 0:5. We used c = np+0:5 and computed the optimal values of a and b for many values of the binomial parameters n and p by numerical search.
As there are short and fast inversion algorithms for small we approximated the optimal values by simple functions for = np 10 and p 0:5. For these values of a, b and c we computed an upper bound for and a lower bound for v r . The results of these computations are contained in Table 1 . ? of the Stirling approximation. For k 9 the exact values can be stored in a table. As both variants to compute the logarithm of the rescaled histogram are time consuming we also use the squeezes of We also tested the accuracies of the two algorithms and computed the approximate probabilities that a wrong random number is returned due to numerical inaccuracies when 64-bit oating point numbers are used. For Algorithm BTRD this probability is lower than n 6 10 ?17 (about the same as for Algorithm BTPE of ) which means that the method is exact at least for n 10 7 and can be used for n 2 10 9 (that are all positive integers representable on a 32-bit computer). As pointed out above the loss of accuracy due to cancellation is larger for Algorithm BTRS. The probability to generate a \wrong" random number is about 10 ?9 for n = 10 6 and about 10 ?6 for n = 10 9 .
Comparison of algorithms
As report that their binomial generator BTPE is much faster than any other binomial generator in the changing parameter situation we compared our new algorithms BTRD and BTRS only with BTPE and with two recent methods not included in their comparison: The search from the mode algorithm BKEMP (Kemp (1986) ) and the ratio of uniforms algorithm BRUA (Stadlober (1989) and (1991)). As any of these algorithms is replaced by the simple inversion algorithm BIN for small values of we included BIN in our comparison. A rst important theoretical measure is the time complexity of the di erent methods: Algorithms BTRD, BTRS, BTPE and BRUA have bounded computation times whereas the average execution time of BKEMP increases with p np(1 ? p) the time of BIN with = np.
As a second important theoretical measure we computed the mean number of uniform deviates required to return one binomial variate. BKEMP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 BIN 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 Table 2 shows that BTRD needs by far the lowest number of uniforms among the uniformly fast algorithms. BTRS has the best t among the rejection algorithms. To compare the execution times of the algorithms we coded them in C and tested them on three di erent computers (a DEC-Station 5200, a PC-386/25 with UNIX and a PC-386/20 with DOS). The relative execution times were about the same. Table 2 L 'Ecuyer 1990) . Table 3 contains { as an example { our timing results on the DEC-Station using the multiple recursive uniform generator for the case that n and p remain xed and that they vary after each call by a very small quantity. The execution times when using one of the two faster uniform generators can be easily deduced from Table 2 . As a crude measure for the length and complexity of the algorithms column L of Table 3 contains the number of C statements of the algorithms including the extern functions necessary for BTRD and BTRS. Table 3 shows that { when using a high-quality but comparable slow uniform generator { the savings of BTRD compared with BTPE lie between 40 percent
for small values of and 20 percent for large ones. BTRS has only half the code of BTPE but has about the same speed. On the other hand BTRS is on average considerably faster and has slightly less code than BRUA and BKEMP. An additional advantage of BTRS is the fact that it is toghether with BIN the only of the compared methods that transforms the uniform random numbers monotonely. Thus BTRS can be used for correlation induction almost without changes.
Only synchronisation must be obtained by using two random number streams as it is described in .
We are convinced that due to its simplicity and speed BTRS in combination with BIN can be recommended for standard simulations that need binomial random variates. BTRD combined with BIN is { at least for n 2 10 9 { numerically stable, very fast and has small memory requirements. Therefore it is especially well suited for software libraries and for the case that the parameters are random variates themselves which are computed during execution.
